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LOGLINE
An unassuming Wall Street lawyer finds himself beset by a new employee, Bartleby, who refuses to work - in an
ongoing act of passive refusal, he simply 'prefers not to.' A quiet, dogged battle of the wills ensues in this stopmotion reimagining of a Melville classic.

SYNOPSIS
Bartleby is an adaptation of Herman Melville’s novella of the same name. But instead of the Wall Street of 1853,
it’s set in the Wall Street of ~2011, amidst the tumult of protest. Bartleby is a story of passive resistance, and of
an enigma. The story begins as a handful of motley attorneys putter away in their open oﬃce cubes, led by a
limp, uninspiring boss (Melville’s “rather elderly man”, or R.E.M.)--until Bartleby arrives. And with him the notion
of opting out. Of saying no, I prefer not to. Bartleby’s series of increasingly resolute refusals wreak havoc on his
employer’s fragile constitution. What is a boss to do when his most promising employee refuses to work? Let’s
not spoil the ending.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

We met in a tall tower in New York. You could say we were trapped, if you were prone to hyperbole. Both art
school alums, neither of us had intended to work in an oﬃce, let alone finance. But like a lot of creative people,
we needed a steady income. And like a lot of creative people in that situation, the time we spent not making
things was filled with talk of making things. And of making an escape. And so Bartleby (the short film) was
drafted, in fits and starts. In Bartleby we found an avatar who could “prefer not to”--though we might still have
to. At least for now. And stop-motion animation was, or so we thought, the perfect medium--leveraging equally
our film and sculpture expertise. In the choice of medium there was also a beautiful rub: for a lead character who
prefers, by the end, to essentially do nothing, stop-motion is a perfectly anachronistic choice. It requires
continuous, labor-intensive opting in. There is no “prefer not to” in stop-motion. In retrospect, it’s now clear that
in laying out a puppet oﬃce, in planning Bartleby’s puppet escape, in pantomiming his puppeted refusals, we
were making our slow way out of the tower. Bartleby reminds viewers that perhaps we are not puppets, or if we
are, we are mostly our own puppet-minders. Preferring and preferring not to as we see fit. In closing, a few lines
from two diﬀerent poems about puppets and puppet-makers:

One or two ragged puppets are awake.1
There are many like me.2

1

Charles Simic, “Puppet-Maker”

2

Gillian Allnutt, “Puppet”

CREW BIOS

Laura Naylor (Writer/Director/Producer) fell for images, moving and not-so-mobile, while studying art at
Columbia. Her directorial debut, Duck Beach -- a feature documentary about Mormon singles trying to tie-the
knot -- premiered at the Seattle International Film Festival and aired on BBC 3 in the UK. Her second feature,
The Fix, premiered at AFI Docs, won the jury prize for Best Documentary at the Soho International Film Festival,
and was hailed a “poignant portrait of life in recovery” by The Hollywood Reporter. After animating a stop-motion
sequence for one of her docs, she said YES PLEASE to creating tiny worlds.

Kristen Kee (Writer/Director/Illustrator) is an artist who makes neon sculptures and jargon paintings and
exhibits them around the world. She has a degree in Sculpture from Yale and studied neon and glass-making at
Pilchuck Glass School. Prior to Bartleby, she directed and designed several stop-motion shorts -- including
Grapefruit, wherein dried grapefruit halves act out Yoko Ono’s book -- and has been sculpting Bartleby-like
characters since middle school. Her latest series of jargon paintings feature the rants of our current President.
She lives and works in Brooklyn alongside her partner Taryn & their dog Butter.

Amanda Ely (Producer) is an award-winning producer whose most recent animated short, Cadaver starring
Christopher Lloyd (Back to the Future), Tavi Gevinson (Enough Said) and Kathy Bates (Misery) was long-listed for
an Academy Award and screened at dozens of major festivals worldwide. It was also featured in The New York
Times, New York Magazine, Los Angeles Times, Huﬃngton Post, Vogue, Elle, Onion A.V. Club, The Hollywood
Reporter and Variety. Amanda holds an MFA in Writing for Cinema and Television from the USC School of
Cinematic Arts.

Josh Mahan (Lead Animator) is a Brooklyn-based stop-motion animator and production designer originally
from North Carolina. His work as Lead Animator on Leah Meyerhoﬀ’s debut film, I Believe in Unicorns, has been
lauded by critics. His work has also been featured on Portlandia, CollegeHumor and The Magic of Heineken. His
award-winning short films Awaken and Bolt have screened at festivals worldwide. He is currently in production
on Capsule, a stop-motion sci-fi short film starring Tim Blake Nelson.

Zachary Poots (Director of Photography) is a Brooklyn-born stop-motion focused director of photography.
He has worked on numerous film and television productions including Broad City, Blacklist, Luke Cage and Wolf
of Wall Street. His cinematography work with Crown Chimp garnered him an Emmy and he has since shot for
very talented directors like Drew Lightfoot (Corpse Bride).

Deniz Cuylan (Music and Sound) is a composer, bandleader, musician and producer with ten albums across
several genres and placements around the world. His music has defined the sound of everything from
multinational campaigns for household brands to Moscow Fashion week to Reggie Watts’ contribution to the
oldest continuous art project in history.

Brian Bender (Music and Sound) is a producer, mixer, composer and sound designer with 15 years of
experience across almost every segment of music and audio production. His production has found its way to #1
in 16 countries, into Weinstein movies and onto Thom Yorke’s Christmas Playlist.

PRODUCTION FAQ

How long did the whole film take to make?
Two years! We finished the script mid 2015 and, after assembling our team, spent the fall fabricating and building
all of our puppets, props, and sets. We shot in a warehouse in Brooklyn for the first six months of 2016, and then
spent the second half doing post-production (including letter animation, editing, music composition, sound
design, and color grading).

Why did you choose to shoot Bartleby in stop-motion?
We were drawn to the control, and the level of creativity, stop motion oﬀers. It requires you to make so many
creative choices; none is predetermined or given. It’s a great thought problem, and probably appealed to our
inner art student. And, given the amount of visual license we wanted to take with the story, it made a lot of sense
to exercise that amount of control. Like, how do you engage viewers in a largely diaristic narrative in which
nothing happens? There are a lot of ways you could tackle that one, but we decided to create a world unto itself,
a world with its own rules and creatures. And every film does that, to some extent, but for us stop-motion oﬀered
the types of tools it made the most sense for our story to traﬃc in. Plus, the slow tedium of stop-motion really
matched up well, conceptually, with the wet gray drag of Bartleby’s pasty oﬃce life.

Why did you choose to animate your story in both paper and clay?
We wanted to have a clear visual delineation between the reality of the oﬃce and the boss’s imaginings. Plus, we
wanted to layer in repeated references to paper, to the physical world of text, Bartleby and Melville. We were
equally taken with the rich history of paper animation and were excited the medium fit so well into our vision.
And using paper to create the fantasy world highlights the raw, sketch-like quality of all fantasies.

What was the inspiration behind the puppet/set design and aesthetic?
We wanted our dingy muted world to reflect the monotony of plugging away in a typical oﬃce -- but in a way
that you can digest immediately. And while our lighting is often naturalistic, the goal was not to replicate reality
with the style of our sets and puppets. We embrace the fact the we’re using handmade objects, and even
highlight it (with seams, textures, painterly bits, etc).

Can you describe a typical day of stop-motion shooting?
We start every morning with a new shot, one that will often take the entire day. First up, we (re)configure the sets
(taking out walls and moving things around for every single shot), prep all the puppets and props, and then lock
them in place. We find the frame by moving the camera around the set until we’ve either lined up with what
we’ve story boarded, or found something new that works even better. Once the frame is set, Zach (our
cinematographer) will start setting up and tweaking the lighting, which really elevates the sets into cinematic
magic. With everything in place and signed oﬀ on, we discuss the puppets performance with Josh (our lead
animator), who then spends the next many hours moving things mm by mm and taking still photographs. Each
second of animation is actually a string of 24 photographs.

How do you make the stop-motion world feel real?
We created our sets in such a way that we can put the camera almost anywhere, allowing us the freedom to
creatively frame each shot and cut between multiple angles. This helps to achieve a more cinematic feel. We also
use motorized motion control gear, which allows for really smooth camera motion (something diﬃcult to achieve
in a lot of stop motion). Zach, approaches stop motion lighting like live action lighting (just with smaller lights and
flags), which prevents the world from feeling like a stage.

TECH DETAILS
TITLE Bartleby
YEAR OF PRODUCTION 2016
LENGTH 11:23
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION USA
GENRE stop-motion animation
SHOOT FORMAT RAW image sequences
FINISH FORMAT HD DCP
RATIO 16:9
SOUND FORMAT Dolby 5.1
SUBTITLES English
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